The sniffer is the winner
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Itzik Lavi wants to fight sugar, diabetes, and obesity, and he believes he can do it with the help of a
cup that puts the illusion of orange j uice or cola on ordinary water, by simple manipulations on the
sense of smell. Because this sense, he explains, is an excellent arena for mind games, and that
sometimes
the
way
to
rehabilitation
has
to
go
through
self-deception.
Itzik Lavi pulls out a small plastic test tube from his bag, it is transparent, with a little brownishgreyish liquid. The cork that closes it is fastened with a thick and well-wrapped duct tape, the kind
used for electrical repairs. Lavi gently removes it, then brings the test tube closer to my nose. "Smell,
but carefully," he says. The smell that bursts out is horribly nauseating, and Lavi hurries to put the
genie back in the bottle and seal it well. "It's a combination of the smell of a carcass and the stench
of garbage, it's made from fermenting fruit fly pheromones," he explains, noting that the stench I
have now smelled is a weapon. This liquid is the ammunition of the Skunk, the system is used by the
IDF to disperse demonstrations using an offensive odor that drives away the demonstrators, and
even sticks to their skin and clothes for days and weeks.
But Lavi carries it on a regular basis, drawing it out in lectures and meetings as one example of the
sense of smell practical potential. The realization of this potential is his life's mission, and for the past
14 years, he has been studying the manipulations that can be made on the sense of smell, presenting
them in various forums and improving tools that create such manipulations for commercial and other
purposes. He demonstrates to me the power of smell by using a variety of accessories, such as The
Skunk Water, a droplet that uses scent to deter pests, a small additive that is to be sold alongside
laundry softeners and spread odors in wardrobes and psychological means of warfare. Between the
accessories, colorful plastic cups and vibrant plastic straws come into view, through which Lavi plans
to deal with one of the most significant nutritional and health challenges of our time: The Western
world's addiction to sweetened beverages.
The Right Cup has been Lavi's main project for the last six years. Now it’s almost at its final stage, in
the form of early sales and a mass funding campaign that has already raised more than $ 400,000,
eight times more than planned, thanks to enthusiastic media coverage, such as CNN, Time and the
digital culture magazine “Mashable.” Lavi's cup looks ordinary until you pour water into it and drink.
As soon as this happens, the water gets a taste: the water in the orange cup has an orange taste,
from the brown you drink water with the taste of cola, and there are also lemon, apple, berry, and
peach flavors.
The cup does not add anything to the water that gives them a taste, it is still water without additives,
and especially sugar-free. But in the cup’s inner part Lavi combined scented substances, and in the
cup’s rim a powerful sweetener is assimilated on top of a scented substances.
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"80% of the taste experience comes from the sense of smell. Actually, the sensation of flavor is a
combination of smell, taste and sight. As you drink from The Right Cup, your nose picks up the fruity
aroma, your tongue gets a hint of the sweet taste, and the vivid color catches your eye. As a result,
your brain is led to believe that you are drinking flavored water, while in fact, you are drinking
natural, healthy water." Lavi explains.
I sit in front of this cup. In fact, in front of the prototype of the cup, which for now includes only the
smell, without the sweetness; The water has a very light taste of orange, not more. But then I try a
straw that simulates the action of the planned cup. It tastes and smells of sweet industrial orange
juice, and the water has a taste of orange-flavored sweetened water. Not more, but also not less.
"We do not claim to succeed in misleading evolutionary processes of millions of years, you will not
be mistaken to believe to believe this is orange juice," says Lavi. "But as far as I'm concerned, I have
accomplished my goal: to produce something that is much more palatable than plain water, close in
its consumption experience to flavored water - and much healthier, "he said.

Fighting the world's most common drug
Because in fact, it's a story that starts with the disease. "Both my parents are diabetic, and for years
I saw them living with injections of insulin, pain, tests, medical pedicures, fatigue and other
difficulties and side effects of the disease. "When I realized that I too was under the risk of suffering
from the disease I decided to start using my knowledge of the sense of smell to find a solution to my
addiction to sweet foods and beverages," says Lavi, 48, a resident of Kfar Netter and an industrial
management engineer with a Master's degree in the field, who has built himself a reputation as
“Doctor Scent”. "Like many people, I do not like drinking water, I find its taste boring. So, I attempted
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several things, and one of them was drinking water after rubbing orange oil above my upper lip. The
difference in the water’s taste was amazing, and I realized I was on to something here.
Lavi's fear of diabetes is not unfounded: about 9% of adults worldwide suffer from the disease, and
approximately 1.5 million die every year, according to World Health Organization figures published
in 2014. Between 1980 and 2008, the number of patients doubled, according to a study by Harvard
and the Royal College of London, and their proportion rose (from 8.3% of men to 9.2% and 7.5% of
women to 9.8%). "The largest health epidemic of the period," experts call it, and for a good reason:
the prevalence of diabetes is four times that of all cancers, according to the Health Organization. The
increase in this data is mostly attributed to an increase in life expectancy, yet 30% of the spread of
the disease is attributed to obesity and is linked to the vast amounts of sugar we consume.
This sugar is everywhere, even in seemingly safe products, such as bread or soup powder. In the case
of sweetened drinks, it is clear to us that they are sweetened, but usually, we do not know how
much. In a can of Coca-Cola, for example, there is 39 grams of sugar, about ten teaspoons; In a cup
of orange juice of the US brand Minute Maid, 250 ml, there are six teaspoons, as does a cup of ice
tea: "A cup of Tirosh wine has nine teaspoons of sugar, it's just poison," Lavi says. “And it is tasty, so
you keep drinking, and after a few cups you end up consuming 40 teaspoons of sugar in one meal.
This is the guaranteed way to develop diabetes. "The problem is that we do not continue to drink
only because it is tasty, but because sugar is addictive, we all know the feeling of sugar crash and the
strong urge for something sweet. "Our solution is healthier than diet drinks, because it's just water,
no additives, and can help children get used to water," Lavi says. Lavi's cup cannot replace this sugar
consumption, but he believes it can help establish healthy habits. "Our solution is healthier than diet
drinks, because it's just water, no additives, and can help children get used to drinking water."
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On taste and smell, a serious challenge to crack
Behind this solution, there is no sophisticated science or complex mechanism - only a sweetener
integrated into the cup plastic rim, and a special interior wall containing aromatic substances. That’s
it. The cup is supposed to last for six to eight months, although washing it in the dishwasher will
shorten the taste's life. According to Lavi, all the flavors and fragrances used are natural and
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. He adds that the amount of sweetener consumed
as a result of the lips’ touch with the cup is so negligible that the American standard does not require
it to be marked on the packaging.
The exact mix of these flavors and fragrances was one of the significant challenges in the cup’
development, And Lavi tells of great difficulty in reaching the right dose of sweetness and smell that
will produce the best taste illusion. After all, there’s no accounting for tastes- (although this is not
always accurate, as Levi’s will explain below; The taste is subjective, and different people experience
different flavors, depending on age, sex, smoking habits and more.
Another challenge was to figure out how to combine these ingredients into a cup so they would stay
there for a long time. The solution is found in a relatively new type of artificial sweetener, with a
sweetness of several tens of thousands of times more than sugar - meaning that even a tiny amount
is sufficient - and it does not break even at the high temperatures required for the plastic processing
process. Naturally, Lavi refuses to reveal the exact sweetener.
After all this, Lavi discovered that the marketing and distribution of the cup were also complicated.
"I met with many food and beverage companies, but it was hard to interest them, they did not
understand the product," he says. Therefore, when the first prototype was ready, Lavi set out to raise
money with mass funding. "There were several reasons behind this decision: First of all, it makes it
possible to see if there is a market for the product, that the concept works and that people are willing
to put money on it - it's an opportunity to get quick feedback from people, to see what they like and
dislike, to get more ideas. Beyond that, it's an excellent tool for marketing and spreading the word,
and of course - I needed money to carry out the project, and I preferred this way rather than
recruiting investors. "
The campaign offers potential supporters to buy the cups at prices of $ 27 for one cup to $ 199 for a
10-cup package. It was launched only two months ago, with a target of $ 50,000, but as of the
beginning of the week, it has already raised 440,000, from 6,000 people worldwide. And selling
through the Indiegogo’s project page continues.
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Against Nasrallah, instead of inspections
These cups of smell are not the first product in the field that Lavi is involved in. For example, he pulls
out a green and scented tree, like those hanging in the car, which is designed like the Lebanese cedar
and is decorated with Arabic inscriptions and the portrait of Hezbollah Secretary General Hassan
Nasrallah. Smell, it turns out, can be used not only for physical warfare against demonstrators but
also for psychological warfare against the enemy. "In the Second Lebanon War, the IDF's
psychological warfare
unit was asked to come up with ideas for products or moves that could affect the consciousness of
the residents of southern Lebanon, to make them more hostile to Hezbollah," explains Lavi.
"The chosen and realized idea was this scent tree, with the scent of the Lebanese cedar that was
synthesized in the laboratory and two captions: one that says, 'Nasrallah is hiding behind the national
symbol' and the other is an Arabic phrase whose indirect meaning is 'Take your things, including your
smell, and get lost.' IDF helicopters scattered such scent trees in the villages to provoke an emotional
response in people, to remind them of the good times
before Hezbollah. It is difficult to say how much it worked,
but the security services' surveillance after Lebanese
websites showed that the result was positive overall. In one
popular blog, Beirut Live, they wrote that it was the most
effective bombardment of Israel during the entire war, and
in other blogs, you could see quite a few posts by people
who started talking about nostalgia for the smell of trees of
the past and accusing Nasrallah of destroying Lebanon.
Lavi tells that he was involved in preparing the exact smell
that was supposed to resemble the scent of the cedars of
Lebanon, noting other products he had conceived or been
involved in developing. Some of them have not become
commercial, others are classified under business secrecy,
he says. On future products, it is easier for him to speak. He
tells, for example, about drippers and irrigation

products intended for agricultural areas; In the plastic, they are made of, anti-rodents have been
assimilated against rodents who like to chew the pipes and thus harm both the irrigation and the
farmer's pocket. According to Lavi, Israeli manufacturers of irrigation products are currently studying
his invention in depth.
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Another project, which is at an earlier stage, and is also linked to diabetes: a technique for testing
blood sugar by measuring the acetone vapor in the breath. "If it succeeds, we can use a sticker that
sticks to the smartphone's camera, bring it closer to the mouth, exhale, the steam creates a chemical
reaction on the sticker, and the camera passes the documentation to an application that analyzes
the data and provides the person with a measurement of sugar without blood tests and stabs."

Playing with the primordial unconscious
Using smell to diagnose, mark, deter, lure, or any other manipulation is not a new matter. It is
characteristic of animals, as well as humans since the dawn of mankind. Lavi, for example, takes a
moment to touch upon the fragrance industry, including its more surprising branches, and pulls out
an amber liquid in a glass jar with a sweet, delicate scent: "This is feminine perfume, a synthesized
version to a to a substance produced from the anal glands of a small deer called Himalayan Musk
Deer, which lives at the height of 5,000 meters in the Himalayas. It was discovered during the Roman
Empire period and became so popular that its price reached eight times the price of gold of the same
amount. It is now known that the reason the perfume was highly sought after and considered to
have special attraction power is the chemical similarity between its smell and a certain kind of smell
secreted from the armpits of women when they are vital, healthy and possessing a high sexual desire.
Even today it is considered a valuable commodity and sold at $ 45,000 per kilogram, although most
of the products based on it now contain a synthesized and much cheaper alternative to production.
The sense of smell is considered to precede other senses from the evolutionary standpoint, the most
primitive sense. As such, it is the one with the most robust connections to emotional responses and
the most influential on the emotional state, which operates the most rapid ability to retrieve
memories and involves animal mechanisms such as "fight or flight." "If I close you in a room with a
strong smell of roses and then throw a scary spider at you, for example, the smell of roses will bind
you to a feeling of fear - and the next time you smell it you will feel a strong fear, even in your sleep,"
explains Lavi.

The sense of smell also plays a central role in sexual behavior and in the choice of partners for sex
and relationships. In one famous study by the Swiss biologist Klaus Wedekind in 1995, dubbed the
"sweaty T-shirt study," 44 men were asked to wear a single T-shirt for two days, without washing or
replacing it. Afterward, the shirts were packed in identical boxes, and a parallel group of women was
asked to sniff them and to note, how much the different smells were pleasant and enticed attraction.
The results showed that all the women preferred the men with the maximum variability of a central
gene set called MHC, which is responsible for the production of immune system proteins - in other
words, they managed to identify, through the use of the nose alone, the men who could father the
healthiest children.
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But in other cases, Lavi adds, the nose is less sensitive than it seems. For example, when we tend to
attribute authenticity to certain odors. "A typical smell of skin is in most cases not the natural smell
of the skin used to produce the product, but a special extract that was applied to it after processing,"
explains Lavi. "The modern processing of skins includes harsh chemical processes, which includes
transferring the skin in ten high-pressure washing boilers with various chemicals, and their smell
remains on it." This synthetic extract returns to the skin what we perceive as its natural scent.
"In general, there are quite a few misconceptions about the sense of smell, such as the familiar
saying, 'You can’t argue over taste or smell -there’s no accounting for tastes.' "In reality, if I take the
thousand most common smells and ask people to experience an opinion on them, I will get different
views from each other just for a small set of 50 odors. For the rest of the 950 smells - almost all
people on earth will have the same opinion. "
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